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Abstract. We describe the design environment AMAC which may be 
used as an aid for the construction of multilevel secure databases. The 
technique proposed consists of high-level data and security modeling 
using entity-relationship techniques, a decomposition approach for the 
construction of single level fragments from multilevel base relations, a 
supporting policy for the automated determination of labels for 
security objects and subjects, and security enforcement by using 
database triggers. As in most security critical civil database 
applications labeled data items are not available the proposed 
approach serves well as an underlying basis for the construction of a 
computerized design tool that aids a human database or security 
administrator during the different phases of the construction of a MLS 
database. 

1 Introduction 

Most commercially available database management systems (DBMSs) enforce 
security constraints by using discretionary access controls (DAC). Unless not 
restricted by application programs, these controls are of limited use for security 
critical applications because the burden of enforcing the security policy of the 
organization is in the hand of the users that have discretionary access to certain 
database components and moreover systems supporting DAC are often subject to 
Trojan-Horse attacks. More restrictive is data protection in multilevel systems that 
in addition to DAC support mandatory access controls (MAC). In MAC systems 
not only the access to data is controlled but also data flow between subjects is 
considered within the security policy. 

MAC is based on the following principle: Database components are classified by 
specific security labels, called classification. Users and processes operating on 
behalf of users have also a security label called clearance. The list of labels is 
partially ordered and the ordering is called dominance. For a successful read-access 
from user u to data item d MAC requires that clear(u) dominates class(d), i.e. that 
the clearance of the user dominates the classification of the requested data items. 
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For a successful write-access clear(u) = c/ass(d) (restricted *-property of (1]) is 
necessary. Although mainly developed for data protection in military systems the 
need for MAC-like protection exists in civil data processing as well. Stating 
mandatory computer security requirements is often based on the Bell-LaPadula 
security model (1J and DAC and MAC-like protection are identified in the US 
Computer Security Evaluation Criteria [2], its interpretation for databases [3), and 
in many national or international standardization end evaluation criteria (for 
example, see the German [4], the Canadian [5], or the harmonized criteria of the 
Commission of the EC [6]) as necessary features of systems trying to meet the 
requirements of the higher security evaluation criteria. 

Several prototype DBMSs (for example, see [7, 8], or [9]) are already developed 
or are ,under construction that support MAC and DAC. Besides these academic 
prototypes developers of DBMSs have announced or introduced commercial 
products (Sybase, Oracle, Ingres, Trudata, to name a few). Most of these systems 
are based on the following architecture: Systems use the storage facility of a 
commercial DBMS product extended by a trusted software component to support 
MAC. As most commercial DBMSs do not support multilevel relations a 
decomposition of the multilevel relations into single level fragments is necessary. 
The single level fragments are actually implemented and the multilevel relations 
exist at a conceptual level only. A fundamental property of multilevel systems is that 
they have to support polyinstantiation of entities or attributes. This is, that a real 
world object is represented in the database more than once and each version is 
classified by a different security classification. Based on the read-access rule each 
user has access to versions that are dominated by his/her clearance and based on 
the write-access rule can modify only a single version. Polyinstantiation is a means 
to support cover stories that are used to give 'lower' cleared users a plausible 
explanation about real world facts that are unavoidable visible but represent 
sensitive information. A more detailed discussion of multilevel properties in 
databases can be found in (10]. 

The Bell-LaPadula security model was mainly developed to model computer 
security requirements in operating systems. However, also widely used, we believe it 
has limitations when applied as it is in the database arena. In particular, we see the 
following restrictions of its modeling power in order to represent database security 
requirements: 

Security Object. The different sizes of objects that require protection in databases 
as opposed to operating systems. While in operating systems protection at the 
granularity of files may be sufficient, databases need finer granularities. 

Automated Labeling. As databases usually contain a large collection of data, serve 
many users and labeled data is often not available at the initial database design 
phases in civil areas, automated labeling of security objects and subjects needs to be 
supported leading at least to candidate security labels. 

N-eyes-principle. In databases representing large business organizations (for 
example banks) a security policy may require that certain tasks may have to be 
performed by two or more users (four-eyes-principle). Following Bell-LaPadula's 
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write-access rule would require the same level of clearance for both users and this is 
inadequate for many database applications. 

In this paper we show a design environment for MLS databases which is not fully 
based on Bell-LaPadula but also supports DAC and MAC. Following the 
architecture of most MLS DBMSs, resulting databases can be implemented by 
using a commercially available DBMS extended by a trusted software component 
supporting MAC. The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we will discuss 
related work and will give an overview of the proposed design environment by 
applying the proposed techniques to an example. In Section 3 we will formalize the 
concepts given in Section 2. The design of a multilevel relational database leads to 
the construction of a fragmentation schema and in Section 4 we will show how 
database triggers can be used to enforce the security requirements in fragmented 
databases. Section 5 will conclude the paper by discussing limitations of the 
proposed approach and giving future research. Some basic knowledge of the theory 
of the relational data model and knowledge of the Entity-Relationship model are 
assumed. 

2 Overview of the Proposed Approach 

In this section we give an overview of AMAC by discussing and comparing it with 
relevant related work and an example, focusing on the construction of a secure 
hospital information system. In particular, we will raise the topics data and security 
modeling, decomposition of multilevel relations into single level fragments, and 
granularity of labeled data in multilevel systems in order to support MAC. 

So far several security models for databases capturing access control issues have 
been proposed. Among the most prominent are the Discretionary models, the 
Mandatory models, the Personal Knowledge Approach [11, 12], the Clark and 
Wilson model (13], and the Adapted Mandatory Access Control (AMAC) model [20, 
25]. It is difficult to compare these models because all five approaches originate 
from emphasizing different goals. In a nutshell, discretionary models assign 
privileges to users, mandatory models try to keep secrets by restricting information 
flow among users, the approach of personal knowledge is focused on enforcing the 
constitutional right of humans for informational self-determination, the Clark and 
Wilson approach guards security by restricting transactions to be well-formed, and 
in the AMAC model mandatory access is adapted to better fit into commercial 
practice. A first attempt to compare some of the different models was made in (28]. 

Two different schools of today's relational database design techniques can be 
identified. Techniques of the first group are based on nonnalization and are either 
the decomposition or the syntheses approach. While from a theoretical point of 
view very important, normalization techniques have failed for real world database 
design problems due to several reasons. Representatives of the second design 
school are based on semantic data models which allow to describe the entity types 
of the universe of discourse, abstractions on entity types, and relationships between 
entity types with simple modeling constructs. For a detailed study and comparison 
of different database design methodologies consult (14]. 
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The most common representative of the class of semantic data models is the 
entity-relationship (ER) approach [15] and its various extensions that have evolved 
as an almost de facto standard in conceptual data modeling. Only few work is known 
that combines database design with security modeling. Smith [ 16, 17] has developed 
the semantic model for security and [18, 19], and [20] have extended the ER 
approach for the construction of MLS databases. The initial phases of the 
construction of an AMAC schema are shown in [20] and can be summarized as 
follows: By using interviewing techniques a set of ER schemas representing the 
individual data and security requirements of the potential users is constructed. A 
second design phase is used to integrate the requirements into a single ER 
representation which is finally transferred into a set of multilevel secure relation 
schemas. 

In order to meet the security requirements and to implement the multilevel 
relations by using a general purpose DBMS it is necessary to decompose the 
database schema into single level fragments. At present time there is a discussion in 
the literature of how a decomposition of multilevel relations into single level 
fragments should be performed. The discussion was initiated by the Sea View 
decomposition given in [21], revised in (8] and continued in [22] and [23]. AMAC is 
based on three different kinds of decomposition operators (vertical, horizontal, and 
derived horizontal fragmentation) and three different reconstruction operators 
(concatenation, appendation, and join). In contrast to the other approaches the 
decomposition takes also into account interrelational dependencies that may exist 
between multilevel relations and may be necessary to state complex security 
requirements. 

In order to support MAC it is necessary that security objects and security 
subjects are associated with security labels. This approach has turned out to be very 
practicable in military as well as civil areas [24]; however, in civil areas security 
classifications for data items are not very often available. This makes a human 
security administrator necessary whose responsibility is to carefully analyze the data 
items and to assign security classifications. There are two main disadvantages with 
this approach: First, as databases usually serve a large set of users and contain a 
large amount of data manual labeling results in an almost endless process. Second, 
what should the granularity of labeled data in databases be? 

In the AMAC model the granularity of labeled data is a database fragment and a 
security subject is a user view. The model consists of a supporting policy to 
automatically derive candidate security labels for subjects and objects and a label 
for a security object represents the sensitivity of data contained in a fragment while 
a label for a view represents the trustworthiness of a user having this view not to 
disclose the information to users not so trusted. The supporting labeling is based on 
the following assumption: A fragment that is accessed by few views only will contain 
sensitive information (this is the reason it is accessed by few views) while a 
fragment that is accessed by many or all of the potential users cannot be sensitive. 
The former fragment should have a 'high' classification while the latter a 'lower'. At 
the other side, a view needs to have a clearance that allows the users to access all 
fragments it is defined over. Thus, views accessing only fragments that are accessed 
by many other views (i.e. these fragments will have a 'low' classification) need only a 
'low' level of clearance while views having access to 'higher' classified fragments 
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need a 'high' clearance. Based on this assumption it is possible to define a partially 
ordered set of classifications for data items and clearances for user views. In large 
databases many users are expected and in the case of many users the labeling 
technique will provide a good approximation of proper security labels. 

By means of database triggers it is possible to implement hidden rules in the 
database that perform certain actions without the knowledge of the users or can 
enforce rules that prevent users from performing certain operations. We will show 
how database triggers can be used to enforce security constraints in AMAC schemas 
by outlining an operational semantics for the CREATE FRAGMENT, the 
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE operation. 

In AMAC security constraints are handled during database design as well as 
during query processing. During database design they are expressed by the 
decomposition of the multilevel schema into single-level fragments. During query 
processing the constraints are enforced by the database trigger mechanisms. 

In order to overcome the limitations of the Bell-LaPadula security model when 
applied to databases we propose the following: Security Object is a database 
fragment. This allows complete and consistent security labeling. Automated 
Labeling leading to candidate security labels for security objects and subjects is 
essential for the successful application of MLS technology in civil areas. The n-eyes
principle needs to be supported. This causes the modification of the strict 'write
down' restriction in those cases that cannot led to an undesired disclosure of 
information or to an open covert channel. 

Example Design. We focus on the design of a hospital information system (HIS). 
Requirements analysis has led to the ER diagrams given in Figure 1 which are 
representing data requirements of some potential users. By using the view 
integration as given in [20] we have transfered the requirements into a global ER 
schema extended by data security restrictions. The ER diagram in Figure 2 is the 
conceptual basis of the HIS as seen from the viewpoint of the whole hospital. By not 
considering security requirements, the relations given in Figure 3 would be 
candidates for implementation. However, the security policy requires to represent 
the following security conditions: 
• View V 1, representing medical employees as users, should have access to all 
disease related information, to patient data, drug data and to some attributes of 
Physicians. The security policy requires that some attributes of Physician should not 
be visible for users V1 but access to the relationship types 'treats', 'suffers_from', 
and 'prescribes' defined between the entity types should be made available. We 
consider the simple case in which one patient may suffer on one disease only. 
• Views V and V 3 represent employees of the pay-office. Their requirements are 
access to Physicians, to Projects of physicians, and to some information stored 
about pharmaceutical companies. Only manufacturers that support physicians are 
stored in HIS. The security requirements of pay officers represented by V 

3 
include 

that access to physician data representing physicians that earn more than 200, to 
their projects, and to the supporting manufacturers in the chemical industry should 
not be provided. Moreover, these restrictions include that users V 

3 
should not be 

aware and should not be able to infer information that physicians with a salary 
greater than 200 exist. 
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• Drug manufactures as users of the HIS should only have access to drug and 
manufacturer data. Data requirements make it necessary that the chemical 
manufacturing process of certain drugs is stored in the HIS but due to restrictive 
data security requirements it should not be available to all users V

4
• Users not so 

trusted (V 4u) are assumed of being aware that the manufacturing process is stored 
in HIS and are very 'curious' and thus it is not sufficient to provide them with null 
values in the attribute Man Process of entity type Drug. Instead, a cover story 
representing not the proper manufacturing process leading to a certain drug should 
be provided. A second group of users, V 45 is assumed of being trusted and they 
should be supported with the proper manufacturing process of the drug. 

Requirements of Medical Doctors (V1) 

r---" since 1---: Quantity 

~>~ 
L::_j prod~ces ~ 

111111 rrm 
Requirements of the Manufacturers (V4) 

m 

ticn 
"' c "'0.::-:o 

c a c 
!ZU~ 

V3: Salary < 200 
V2: no restrictions 

T f 
M N I Ph . . I . --: ys1c1an 

p~~ mlrn 

Requirements of the Pay_ Office (V2, V3 

Fig. 1. Individual Data Requirements 
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1V4 

: V3: [M#, M Name, M Address] 
I - -

V2 

V3 

, V2: [M#. M Name, M Address] 
I - -

V3: Physician WHERE Salary < 200 

V1: Physician [SSN, Name, Tei_Nr] 

V2 
1T 
I 

V1: [Drug#, Side_effect, Name] 

V4 
D# 

D_Name 

Characteristics 

Treatment 

prescribes 

0------

Course 0------

N 

V1 ~ 

Fig. 2. Conceptualization of HIS 

E e 
~I 
Q) 

:s 
VI 

,---------" P# 

~ P_Name 

~ Birth_Date 

V1 

Syndrom 

Therapy 

Indications 

~ V1 

Disease (D#, D _Name, Characteristics, Treatment, Course) 
Drug (Drug# ,Name,Side _ effect,Advise,Man Proc,M #,Since, Quantity) 
Prescribes (Drug#, P#, SSN) -
Manufacturer (M#, M _Name, M_ Address, M Patents, Awards) 
Patient (P#, P _Name, Birth_ Date, Syndrome, Therapy, Indication, D#) 
Treats (SSN. P#) 
Project (SSN, M#, Kind, Contract, Funding) 
Physician (SSN, Name, Address, Tei_Nr, Degree, Department, Salary) 

Fig. 3. Base Relations of HIS 

The security constraints in the example database fall into four different groups. We 
can identify simple constraints, content-based constraints, complex constraints, and 
cover stories as candidates for representation during the database design process. 
Constraints that restrict certain users from accessing vertical fragments of data are 
called simple. Constraints that restrict access depending on the value of referenced 
data are called content-based and constraints that are enforced across different 
entity types are called complex. Content-based and complex constraints define 
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horizontal fragments of data. Under certain circumstances it might be necessary to 
provide users with cover stories. Although we believe this might not occur very often 
in a civil environment a comprehensive design environment must also capture cover 
stories. All the security constraints will be expressed during database decomposition 
as shown in Section 3 of this paper. 

The security requirements in this simple example can also be classified as 
discretionary as well as mandatory security constraints. For users Vl' V

2
, and V

3 
discretionary access controls would be sufficient at a first glance; however, these 
would leave the burden of enforcing the security policy in the hand of the users 
themselves. For example, it would be the responsibility of users V

1 
not to disclose 

(grant) disease related patient data to users not authorized to it or it would be the 
responsibility of users V 2 not to grant access to physician data of medical employees 
earning more than 200 to users represented by V :r The necessity of providing a 
cover story could only be achieved by supporting multilevel relations. 

For security requirements such as the above the construction of a fragmentation 
schema is suggested in AMAC [25]. In the following we will use the base relations 
Physician, Manufacturer, Drug and relationship types 'produces' and 'project' to 
illustrate the fragmentation and security labeling process. 

The basis of the decomposition forms the definition of a view structure 
representing access patterns and security constraints of users to the base relations. 
The decomposition results in a set of fragmental schemas so that no view exists that 
has only access to a subset of a schema. Between base relations certain related 
security constraints may exist and thus it is not always possible to decompose one 
schema without taking into consideration a decomposition of other related schemas 
(this is the case for complex security constraints) As an example consider V3. For 
V 3 the security policy requires that access is restricted to physicians earning less 
than 200. This is the reason that relation schema Physician has to be horizontally 
fragmented into two fragments, F l and F 

2
, with F 1 holding data about physicians 

earning less than 200 and F 2 holdmg those earning more. Moreover, the security 
policy of the hospital requires that V 3 has access to data stored about 
manufacturers but only to manufacturers that support physicians that earn less than 
200. The policy is very strict and for users V 

3 
it should not be possible to infer the 

information that physicians may exist earning more than 200 by having access to 
projects or supporting manufacturers but not to corresponding physicians. This 
makes a derived horizontal fragmentation of relation schemas Manufacturer and 
Project necessary. Please note, attribute Salary on which the decomposition is based 
is not in the set of attributes of Manufacturer and Physician. 

The application of the decomposition and the security labeling of the resulting 
fragments on the base relations of HIS results into the set of fragmental schemas 
given in Figure 4 and into the catalog relations given in Figure 5. Drug_ 3' in Figures 
4, 5 represents the required cover story for users V 40 while Drug_ 3 contains the 
proper manufacturing process only available to users V 48 sufficient trusted. IFi 
denotes an intermediate fragment. 
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Phy 1 (SSN, Name, Tel Nr) /*Physicians earning less than 200 • I 
Phy-2 (SSN, Name, TeC Nr) I' Physicians earning more than 200 • I , 
Phy-3 (SSN, Address, Degree, Department, Salary) I' Physicians less 200 • I 
Phy-4 (SSN, Address, Degree, Department, Salary) I' Physicians more 200 • 1 
Pro -1 (SSN. M#, Kind, Contract, Funding) I' Projects of Physicians with less 200 • I 
Pro) (SSN. M#, Kind, Contract, Funding) /*Physicians projects with more 200 • I 
Manuf_l (M#, M _Name, M _Address) I' Manufacturers supporting physicians 'I 

I' earning either more or less than 200 • I 
Manuf_2 (M#, M_Name, M_Address) I' Manufacturers that support only • I 

Manuf 3 (M#, M Patents, Awards) 
Drug_l (Drug#, Name, Side_effect, M#) 
Drug 2 (Drug#, Gen Advise, Since, Quantity) - -

I' Physicians earning less than 200' I 
I' for users V 4 only • I 

f* for users V 
1 

and V 
4 

• I 
I' for users V 4 only • I 

f* for users V 
45 

only • I 
I' Cover story for V 4U • I 

Drug 3 (Drug#, Man Process) - -
Drug_ 3' (Drug#, Man_ Process) 

Fig. 4. Fragmentation Schema of HIS 

Decomposition Schema Data Schema 

Fragment Class Parent Operator Brother Attribute Condition Fragment 

Phy_i ci IFi <append Phy_2 
Phy_2 bi IFi <append -
Phy_3 b2 IF2 <append Phy_4 

SSN 
Name SSN el_of {Phy_3(SSN]} Phy_i 
Tei_Nr 

Phy_4 ai IF2 <append -
Pro_i b3 Phy_Pro 

<~r-· Pro_2 a2 Phy_Pro <append -
Manuf_i c2 IF3 <append Manuf_2 
Manuf_2 b4 IF3 <append Manuf_3 
Manuf_3 a3 Manuf <concat> -
Drug_; b5 Drug <concat> Drug_2 
Drug_2 a4 Drug <concat> Drug 3 
Drug_3 a5 Drug <concat>l - -

SSN 
Name SSN el_of {Phy_ 4(SSN]} Phy_2 
Tei_Nr 

SSN 
Address 
Degree Salary< 200 Phy_3 

Department 
Salary 

Drug_3' a6 Drug <concat> ... i 
IFi Physician <concat> IF2 
IF2 Physician <concat> 
IF3 Manuf <Concat> 
Physician - - -
Project - -
Manuf - -

SSN 
M# 
Kind SSN el_of {Phy_3(SSN]} Pro_i 
Contract 
Funding 

Drug - ... 
M# 

Allocation Schema M_Name M# el_ of {Pro _1 (M#]} Manuf_i 

View Clear Dominates M_Address 

Vi E ci, bi, b5 ... 
V2 A D,ci, bi, b2,ai, b3,a2,c2,b4 

V3 D ci, b2, b3, c2 
Drug# 

Drug_3 Man_Process 

V4S 8 C,c2, b4,a3, b5,a4,a5,a6 

V4U c c2, b4,a3, b5,a4,a6 
Drug# 

cover_of Drug3' Drug_3' Man _Process 

Fig. 5. Resulting Catalog Relations of HIS 
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3 Formalization of the Model 

In this section we will define the formal background of the decomposition process, 
the decomposition itself, the automated security labeling process, certain integrity 
constraints that need to be considered in order to arrive at a satisfactorily 
fragmentation schema, and information flow control in AMAC schemas. 

In the traditional relational data model user views have no conceptual 
representation. The decomposition and labeling procedure in our model is build 
around the concept of a user view and this makes an extension of the relational data 
model necessary. In AMAC, a relational database schema as input for a 
decomposition is expressed by a triple consisting of a set of relation schemas, 
interrelational dependencies defined between relation schemas and a set of views 
defined over subsets of relation schemas. 

Let RS (A ITR,LD) be a relation schema with A ITR a set of attributes 
{Ay···,An}. Each AiEAITR (i=l..n) has a domain dom(A.). LD is a set of 
functional dependencies (FD) restricting the set of theoreticatiy possible instances 
of RS (i.e. dom(A

1
) x ... x dom(An)) to the set of semantically meaningful. A relation 

R defined over schema RS is a set of distinct tuples {t
1
, ••. t } of the form <a1, ••. ,a > 

. m n 
where a. ts a value within dom(A.). 

I I 
LetRS

1
(AITRyLD

1
) andRSiAITRzLD~ be two relation schemas. Let X and 

Y denote a set of attributes with XC4 TTR 1 and YC4 TTR2• R1 and R2 are relations 
with schemas RS1 and RS2. The interrelational inclusion dependency (ID) 
RSlXfc;,RS2[Y] holds if for each tuple tER

1 
exists at least one tuple t'ER2 and 

t[X] =t'[Y]. If Y is key in R2 the ID is called key-based and X is called foreign key in 

Rl. 
A view expression is an expression defined over a set of relation schemas R that 

defines a new schema and a resulting distinct set of relations on this schema 
denoted by view V. The set of all views is called view structure. 

These definitions serve as a basis for the definition of a conceptual start schema 
SS used as input for the decomposition policy. SS is described by the triple 
SS(II,GD,V), where: 

R = {RS
1
(AITRl'LD

1
), ... ,RSn(AITRriLDn)} is a set of relation schemas, 

GD = {IDI'"".,!Dk} is a set of key-based inclusion dependencies, and 
V = {V

1
, .•• , V m} is the set of view expressions defming subsets of R. 

By not taking into consideration the security requirements each RSiER would be a 
candidate for implementation in a relational DBMS. Inclusion dependencies (as 
supported in . systems like DB2, lngres 6.3, and Sybase 4.0 [26]) define 
interrelational dependencies between relation schemas and are associated with an 
insert-rule, a delete-rule, and a modification-rule. These rules define conditions or 
actions that must be valid or be undertaken in order to process certain database 
operations. For example, if RJX]c;,R.[Y] is a key-based ED, there might be an unique 
insert-rule, called restricted-insert, which satisfies that inserting of a tuple t into R. 

I 

can only be performed if a tuple t'ER. exists with t[X]=t'[Y]. The other rules define 
similar conditions for update or deldte operations. For example, a restricted-delete 
can only be performed in R. if no corresponding tuple exists in R., a cascade-delete 
in R. causes the deletion of Jail related tuples in R., or a nu//ifies-r/todification of the 

J I 
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Y-va/ues of a tuple in R. causes the setting to the nu/1-va/ue in attributes X of 
corresponding tuples t in 1R .. Usually these rules are defmed in the data defmition 
language (DOL) of the DBMS in use by means of special kinds of procedures, 
called triggers that are fired (activated) when a relation is affected by the specified 
data manipulation operations. Views defined over subsets of SS represent access 
patterns of the potential users and their security constraints. In our model views are 
defined by using the SOL-like syntax given in (27). 

In order to express the security requirements a decomposition of the conceptual 
multilevel relations into single level fragments is necessary. The decomposition is 
based on a given view strncture and results in a set of fragmental schemas in a way 
that no view is defined over a subset of a resulting schema only. Fragmental 
schemas are the granularity of data to which AMAC provides security classification 
and the decomposition is performed by using vertical, horizontal and derived 
horizontal fragmentation operations. 

A horizontal fragmentation (/ /) is a subdivision of a relation R with schema 
RS(AJTR,LD)E'R into a subset of its tuples based on the evaluation of a set P = 
{pl' ... ,p

0
} of simple selection predicates defined on an attributeAEAITR. Here, A is 

called selection attribute. Let A. be selection attribute with domain dom(A.) and p. 
be a simple selection predicate then p.EP is a expression of the form 

1 1 
J 

p.:A.Sc or A.8Ak (Mi, dom(A.)=dom(Ak), 8E{:f, <, >,$> }, cEsdom(A.)). J I I I - I 

A simple predicate p. defines a subdomain sdom.(Ai)~om(A) that is domain of 
selection attribute 

1 
A. in resulting fragmtnt F. (U.sdom(A.) =dom(A.), 

I J J I I 
sdom.(A.)I\sdomk(A.) =0, j:fk)). A horizontal fragmentatiOn may be based on more 
than 

1on~ selection ~ttribute and simple selection predicates may be combined by 
using logical operators ( -, "• v ). A horizontal fragmentation is co"ect if each tuple of 
R is mapped into exactly one resulting fragment F. and appending F. to F

1 
(j:fl) 

leads to another horizontal fragment or to R agaih. Horizontal fragthentation is 
used to express content -based security constraints. 

A vertical fragmentation (*) is the projection of a relation R with schema 
RS (A 1TR,LD )E'R onto a subset of its attributes. In order to make the 
decomposition lossless the key of RS has to be included in each resulting vertical 
fragment and the vertical fragmentation (* )R = (F l' ... F 

0
) is co"ect, if for each tuple 

tER, tis the concatenation of (v
1
EF

1 
<concat> ... <concat>v EF ) with v. tuple in F. 

(i= l..n). Vertical fragmentation is used to express simple ~ecu~ity constraints. Th~ 
effects of a vertical fragmentation on an existing set of functional dependencies have 
been studied in [25] and the authors show that if R is not in 3NF (third normql form) 
some FDs might get lost during a decomposition. In order to produce a dependency 
preserving fragmentation they suggest to include virtual attributes and update 
clusters in fragmental schemas if R is not in 3NF. 

A derived horizontal fragmentation ( d//) of relation R. with schema 
I 

RS/A 1TRi'LD)E'R is similar to a horizontal fragmentation but the selection 
attribute is not element of AJTR. (AEAITR. and i:fj). A derived horizontal 
fragmentation is co"ect if RJAJr;;,R~[Aj is a ke}-based ID and each tuple tER. is 
mapped exactly into one of the resditing horizontal fragments. Derived horizo~tal 
fragmentation is used to express complex security constraints. 
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The process of a decomposition of a start schema SS based on V by using (*), 
(/ /), and ( d/ /) is called structured decomposition [25]. It results in a fragmentation 
sche~a FS = { FS \ ( attr yld1), ... ,!S m ( attr rrrld ~}_and a c~~esponding set of fra~en~s 
F (F- {F y····F m} ). If U. attr. - Ui ATTRi U - l..m, l - J •• n) the decomposttlon ts 
called loss less and if U. Lbi ~ U. /d. (j = l..m, i = J..n) it is called dependency 
preserving. Please note the differencb bitween the lossless condition here and the 
lossless vertical fragmentation. A decomposition is lossless if each attribute is at 
least in one fragment while lossless vertical fragmentation is necessary to avoid 
'dangling' tuples after performing concatentation of t~pels of vertical fragments. A 
fragmental schema FS.EFS is valid if for any view V (JF'CF.) (V-+F.', v,r..F.). Here, 

I I ) I I 
V-+F means view V has access to fragment F. Please note, ( /) and ( d/ /) may lead 
to additional FDs that were not valid before the decomposition and the lossless and 
dependency preserving conditions are necessary for consistent fragmentation 
schemas. 

To illustrate the decomposition process we will apply the fragmentation policy to 
relation schemas Physician, Manufacturer, and Project as given in Section 2. Based 
on the definition of views V 1, V 2, and V 3, Physician is in a first step decomposed 
into two intermediate fragments IF1(SSN, Name, Tel_Nr) and IFlSSN, Address, 
Degree, Department, Salary) and in a final decomposition based on views V, and 
V 

3 
horizontally decomposed into the four resulting fragments Phy _1, Phy _ 2, Phy _ 3, 

and Phy _ 4. Based on the security policy which restricts users V 3 from accessing 
information about physicians that earn more than 200 it is necessary to separate 
project and manufacturer data that is related only to physicians earning more than 
200 from that related to physicians earning less than 200. This step is necessary 
because from the existence of manufacturers and no related physicians the users V 3 
could infer the information that higher classified data about physicians must exist. 
This is an application of a derived horizontal fragmentation because the IDs 
Project[SSN]~Physician(SSN] and Manufacturer[M#]~Project[M#() hold and 
Salary (selection attribute) is not attribute of Manufacturer and Project. The 
decomposition results into the fragments given in Figures 4 and 5. 

In order to support MAC it is necessary to assign security labels to data items 
(security objects) and to users. Let F be the set of fragments and V be the set of 
views. Each view is defined over a set of fragments. Let a(fEF) be the number of 
views having access to fragment/ and d(vEV) be the number of fragments forming 
view v. Based on the results of these cardinality functions it is possible to order 
fragments and views and to automatically assign security labels. A fragment that is 

**) accessed by many users cannot contain sensitive information while a fragment 
that is accessed only by few users can have sensitive data. This results in the 
assignment of a 'low' classification level to the former fragment while a 'high' 
classification needs to be assigned to the latter. At the other side, views that are 
accessing a large number of fragments or 'high' classified fragments need to have 
'high' clearances. In general, a view needs to have a clearance which allows 
corresponding users to access all fragments the view is defined over. The list of 
fragments and views is partially ordered. Applied to the design scenario given in 

*) We assumed only Manufacturers are stored in HIS that support projects 
**) For simplicity we assume a uniform distribution of users among views. 
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Section 2, it results into, for example, a(Phy _1) = (3), a(Manuf_l) = (3) because Vf 
V2' V

3 
have access to Phy_1 and V2' V3' V4 have access to Manuf_1 and thus the 

same level of sensitivity would be assigned to fragments Phy 1 and Manuf 1. The 
process of structured decomposition and the labeling of -security objects and 
subjects can be automated; however, the assigned security labels serve only as a 
suggestion to a human security administrator and can be refined if necessary. 

Structured decomposition and automated labeling results in the assignment of a 
sensitivity label to each fragmental schema and to a trustworthiness classification to 
each user view. Thus, a fragmental schema FS.EFS can be described by 

I 
FS.(attrrldrc.) which means that data contained in FS. is uniformly labeled with 
cla~sification1 

c.. The c-/eve/ for fragments is stored in the catalog relation I 
Decomposition Schema and the clearance of a view and the dominance 
relationships between security labels in the Allocation Schema. A user has access to 
a multilevel relation if his/her clearance dominates at least one of the classifications 
of the resulted fragmental schemas. If properly authorized, views can be 
constructed from fragments by performing the inverse decomposition operation. 
This is for (*) a concatenation of vertical fragments and for (/ /) and ( d/ /) an 
append of horizontal fragments. With respect to the example and base relations 
Physician, Project, Manufacturer, Drug, and Prescribes the views can be 
constructed by consulting the catalog relations as shown below (here, * denotes a 
join operation). Please note for users V4 \J the support of a cover story leading to 
polyinstantiation of part of manufacturer data. 

+- (Phy 1 <append> Phy 2) *Prescribes* Drug 1 
+- ((Phy_1 <append> Phy_2) <concat> (Phy~3 <append> Phy_ 4)) * 

(Pro_1 <append> Pro_2) * (Manuf_1 <append> Manuf_2) 
+- (Phy 1 < concat > Phy 3) * Pro 1 * Manuf 1 
+- (Drug_1 <concat> D;ug_2 <c;;ncat> Dr~g_3') * ((Manuf_1 <append> 

Manuf_2) <concat> Manuf_3) 
+- (Drug_1 <concat> Drug_2 <concat> Drug_3) * ((Manuf_1 <append> 

Manuf_2) <concat> Manuf_3) 

In order to control information flow in mandatory systems it is necessary to 
construct a lattice of security classes out of which subjects get their clearances and 
objects their classifications. In this context, the lattice consists of a partially ordered 
set of security classes C, a flow relation -+ (A -+ B means information from class A 
is allowed to flow into class B. A, B E C), and least upper bound (G>) and greatest 
lower bound (®) operators. As an example consider the situation given in Figure 6. 
Here, two views V and V are given with V nv 1=0. This situation results at least in 
three fragments: F: with e~clusive access forxV ,YF with exclusive access for V , and 
F with access for both views. Based on AMAb, F and F are considered a/more 
s:hsitive than F and thus the following dominacexrelatio6.ships between the labels 
will hold: class (Fy>, class (F) > class (F ); clear (V ) ~ class (F), class (F I'Y); 
clear (V ) ~ class (F), class (F ); class (F) > clear (v ); and class (F) > clear (V ). y y xy X y y 

X 



~ 4 

1\ Views 

I I 
2 • • 3 

Fx I Fxy Fy 

I \j 
Fragmen!s 

1 

1: Fxy, {Vx, Vy} 
2: Fx, {Vx} 
3: Fy, {Vy} 
4: DB, {superuser} 

Fig. 6. Lattice V n V 
X y 
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14 

0: DB,{} 
1: Manuf_1, {V2, V3, V4} 
2:Phy_1, {V1, V2, V3} 
3: Drug_1, {V1, V4U, V4S} 
4: Pro_1, {V2, V3} 
5: Manuf _ 2, {V2, V4} 
6: Phy_2, {V1, V2} 
7: Phy_3, {V2, V3} 

8: Drug_3, {V4U, V4S} 
9: Drug_2, {V4U, V4S} 

10: Manuf_3 {V4} 
11: Phy_4, {V2} 

12: Drug_3', {V4S} 
13: Pro_2, {V2} 
14: DB, {superuser} 

Fig. 7. Classification Lattice of HIS 

Information flow can also be expressed by combining classes. In Figure 6, for 
example, information flow initiated by a user V from 1 to 2 is only authorized if 
clear (V) ~ 1 ® 2 and this is only true for a user V but not for users V . In the case 
there exists no user that has access to all informat~on stored in the dat~base AMAC 
requires in order to provide (®) and (®) for all classes the adding of a superuser 
having access to all database components. Figure 7 shows the classification lattice of 
HIS. 

4 Operations on Fragmentation Schemas 

Till now we have shown how security constraints can be represented during the 
database design process. In the remainder of this paper we will show how they can 
be enforced during query processing in databases resulted by using the proposed 
design environment. 

Fundamental to mandatory access control is that information flow from 'high' 
trusted to 'lower' classified database components needs to be prohibited. We do not 
see this property as strict as many others. For example, consider the views of the 
pay-officers as given in the example of Section 2. Information flow from users V Z to 
users V 3 will not lead to any disclosure of sensitive information if the information 
flow is restricted to physician data representing physicians earning less than 200. 
Because of this, we will allow both groups of users 'read' and 'write' access to 
corresponding fragments as indicated in the catalog relation Allocation Schema 
given in Figure 5. However, an update, insert, or delete operation performed by a 
'higher' trusted user could lead to an undesired information flow. If we consult the 
example again, this would be the update of a physician's salary to more than 200 by 
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V , or in general, the update of a selection attribute to a value that is beyond the 
subdomain of the attribute in the corresponding fragment. If update operations by 
'higher' trusted users can be restricted to those that cannot lead to an undesired 
disclosure of information or to a violation of the security policy, the 'lower' and 
'higher' trusted users may access the same fragment (This is a necessary condition 
to support the n-eyes-principle). In the case of the possibility of an undesired 
information flow from 'high' to 'low' certain actions need to be undertaken in order 
to meet the security requirements. We will discuss these necessary conditions in the 
remainder of this paper by defming an operational semantics for the CREATE 
FRAGMENT command and the SELECT-, INSERT-, DELETE-, and UPDATE 
operations performed in a fragmentation schema. The syntax of the operations will 
be as close as possible to the ANSI/ISO SOL standard. The CREATE 
FRAGMENT statement can only be performed by a database administrator while 
the other operations by any authorized user. For the following assume a user having 
a clearance level of C logged on to the system. Based on the information of the 
Allocation Schema the set of security labels {c1"'.,c } with C dominates {c1, ... ,c } 
(C~{c1, ... c0

}) can be derived. Since any process operating on behalf of the us~r 
cannot access any fragment with schema FS(attr,ld,c') and c'!l:{c1' ... ,c } data items 
that are not dominated by the users clearance cannot be effected by operations 
performed from the C-leve/ user. In AMAC this is achieved by using database 
triggers. The triggers perform actions similar to the well-known concept of 'query
modification' with the only difference that we do distinguish between read- and 
write-access. Moreover, access controls can be fine-tuned based on a particular 
application. This is, in some applications the strict 'no-write-down' restriction may 
be enforced while not in others. 

4.1 The CREATE FRAGMENT Statement 

In addition to defining the attributes of a fragmental schema the CREATE 
FRAGMENT statement identifies classification, the fragment's primary key (based 
on FDs), and the relationship to other fragments in the database by means of IDs 
and foreign keys. As stated in Section 3 these clauses are supported by some DBMS 
products and have been added to the ANSI/ISO SOL specification. 

As examples consider some of the definitions of the fragments resulted from the 
decomposition of HIS. 

CREATE FRAGMENT Phy_lcl 
(SSN INTEGER NOT NULL, 

CREATE FRAGMENT Pro _lb3 
(SSN INTEGER NOT NULL, 
M# INTEGER NOT NULL, 
Kind V ARCHAR (30), 

Name VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 
Tel Nr V ARCHAR(15), 
PRIMARY KEY (SSN)) Contract V ARCHAR(30), 

Funding MONEY NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY (SSN, M#), 
FOREIGN KEY (SSN) 

REFERENCES Phy _1 
ON DELETE RESTRICT) 
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The FOREIGN KEY clause specifies a foreign key and the kind of relationship that 
exists between two or more fragments. The kind of relationship depends on the 
specification in the DELETE-rule. The key word RESTRICT specifies that 
deletion of a tuple is not possible as long as related tuples exist in other fragments, 
CASCADE means that all related tuples are automatically deleted and SET-NULL 
leads to the setting on the null value of the foreign key attribute in related tuples. 

The CREATE FRAGMENT statement is the only statement that references 
fragments explicitly. This is the reason it can only be performed by a database or 
security administrator. Due to security reasons general users have to be supported 
with the name of base relations even if they are only authorized to access a subset 
of the multilevel relation. Thus, we need a concept in the DOL of the DBMS that 
performs a set of specified actions the system should carry out whenever a user 
references the content of a base table. This requirement can either be performed by 
application programs or dynamically by the concept of a database trigger. A 
database trigger consists of two parts. Part one, the trigger definition, tells the 
DBMS that the trigger is to be invoked whenever certain operation is attempted to 
access a specified base table. The second part of the trigger defines the action of the 
trigger which is either a sequence of SQL statements, procedural calls or both. We 
see triggers as an alternative way to implement and enforce a security policy in a 
DBMS. 

4.2 The SELECT Statement 

The SELECT statement issued by a C-leve/ user has the following form: 

SELECT c - attribute-list - FROM - base-relations - WHERE - p -

Here, attribute-list denotes a set of attributes, derived or either computed by SQL. 
(* denotes all attributes of a particular schema.) The FROM clause lists the base 
relations that contain the data to be retrieved by the query and the WHERE clause 
contains a predicate p that must be satisfied by each tuple in the result of the query. 
Each query contains as a parameter the clearance level C of the user on behalf of 
which the query is operating and the set of referenced base relations. By using 
SELECT -triggers hidden rules can be performed in order to meet the security 
conditions. As an example, consider the SELECT statement of a user V3 and the 
SELECT-trigger associated to the base relations of HIS as given below. 

SELECT D * FROM Physician 

CREATE TRIGGER Se/ect_trigger 
ON each base relation of HIS 
FOR SELECT 
AS BEGIN declare @dominates, @classification 

SELECT @dominates = SELECT Dominates FROM Allocation Schema 
WHERE Clearance = %C 

SELECT @classification = SELECT Classification 
FROM Decomposition Schema 
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WHERE Parent = %specified_ base _relations 
DOWN_ TO each _!esultingJragment 

IF @dominates n @classification 'f 0 
THEN perform query for each element IN (@dominates and @classification) 
ELSE Print 'Base relation not known to the system' 

Rollback transaction 
END Select _trigger. 

The trigger given above is specified similar to the syntax of SYBASE's SOL dialect 
and allows the specification of a read access control policy in terms of control flow 
statements. Here, %name specifies a paramter, the keyword DOWN_ TO the 
transitive closure of the base relation (i.e. the resulting fragments after 
decomposition of the base relation). In this example, @dominates and 
@classification contain the security labels dominated by the clearance of user V3 as 
specified in the catalog relation Allocation Schema and the classification of the 
referenced fragments specified in the Decomposition Schema. Access is granted if 
the intersection of both sets is not empty and the query is performed on the 
fragments the user is authorized to access. If the intersection is empty (i.e. the user 
is not authorized sufficiently or the base relations are not known to the system), the 
transaction is rolled back and a message saying that referenced relations are not 
known to the system is displayed. Applied to the example query @dominates = {cy 
b1 b~ c2}, @classification = {cy by b1 a1}, and @dominates n @classification = 
{c1, b2}. Thus, the query is automatically routed to the corresponding fragments 
Phy 1, Phy 3 and based on the information of the Decomposition Schema the view 
of V3 on Physician is constructed by Phy_l <concat> Phy_3 without violating the 
security policy of the hospital. Please note, in the case of a polyinstantieted entity or 
attribute all versions below a certain security level are made available for read
access. 

4.3 The INSERT Statement 

The INSERT command arises in two forms. The first form is used by so-called 
system utilities (for example, 'bulk' data-load) and implies restricted write access 
only. By using this kind of data insert no data integrity or security checks are 
performed and we assume that the operation may only by issued during the initial 
database creation phases for populating the database with already available data. 
The statement does not imply read access (i.e. restricted write) and thus cannot 
lead to undesired disclosure or modification of information. It is assumed that users 
are not aware of the semantics of the 'bulk' data and therefore cannot infer any 
information. More security critical is the INSERT statement of the second form as 
supported by the query facility of the DBMS. This INSERT statement may be 
executed by any C-leve/ user and has the following form: 

INSERTc INTO - base_relations- VALUES - attribute_value_list-

Here, base _!elations denotes the name of a base relation and the V ALOE
clause contains attribute names and corresponding values. In the case of an 
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INSERT the security policy requires that tuples are decomposed and inserted into 
the proper fragments. By using insert-triggers these hidden rules can be performed in 
order to meet the security conditions and to keep the consistency in fragmentation 
schemas. As an example consider the INSERT operation of a user V 

45 
into base 

relation Drug and the Insert-trigger associated to the base relations. 

INSERT B INTO Drug 
VALUES Drug# (1), Name (xxxxx), .... , Man_Process (yyyyyy) 

CREATE TRIGGER Insert trigger 
ON each base relation of tHS 
FOR INSERT 
AS BEGIN declare @dominates, @classification, @relevant, @help, @conditions 

SELECT @dominates = SELECT Dominates FROM Allocation Schema 
WHERE Clearance = %C 

SELECT @classification = SELECT Classification 
FROM Decomposition Schema 
WHERE Parent = %specified_ base _relations 
DOWN_ TO each _!esultingJragment 

SELECT @relevant = @dominates fi @classification 
SELECT @help = SELECT Classification 

FROM Decomposition Schema, Data Schema 
WHERE Decomposition Schema.Fragment = 

Data Schema.Fragment and Co~dition LIKE 'cover of %X' 
- and ( (SELECT Classification -

FROM Decomposition Schema 
WHERE Fragment= %X) IN @relevant) 

SELECT @relevant = @relevant \ @help 
SELECT @condition = SELECT Condition 

IF @relevant :f: !21 

FROM Data Schema, Decomposition Schema 
WHERE Data_ Scbema.Fragment = 

Decomposition Schema.Fragment and 
Decomposition)chema.Ciassification IN @relevant 

THEN PERFORM INSERT in fragments meeting @condition 
ELSE Print 'Base relation not known to the system' 

Rollback transaction 
END Insert _trigger. 

An INSERT operation issued by a user V
45 

can lead to an undesired information 
flow from 'high' cleared users V 45 to 'lower' cleared users V 4u if the 
polyinstantiated fragment containing the manufacturing process of a drug is 
effected by the operation. With respect to this fragment the system bas to insure the 
'write-down' restriction for V 45 on fragment Drug_ 3'. This can again be achieved by 
using a database trigger as shown above. In this example @dominates will contain 
the labels {C, cz b<f a1 b:y a<f a:y a6}, @classification {bg a<f a:y a6} and thus 
@relevant = {b9 a<f a9 a6}. The security policy requires that the cover story 
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(classification a ) is automatically be filtered out by the system and thus cannot be 
effected by any ~nsert operation issued by V 

45
. If the proper manufacturing process 

of a drug is in the view of a user the SELECT @help statement determines the 
label of the cover story and @relevant is reduced by all labels of lower classified 
cover stories and thus the 'write-down' restriction can be enforced. The SELECT 
@conditions statement is used to determine the valid subdomains in fragments, to 
decompose the tuples and to route the decomposed tuples to the proper fragments 
without violating the security policy. As a second example consider the INSERT 
operation issued by V 2 as given below. 

INSERT A 

VALUES 
INTO Physician 

SSN (123), Name (Miller), ... ,Salary (150); 
SSN (124), Name (Smith), ... , Salary (250); 

Here, @dominates is {D, cl' bl' bl! al' b1 at! c1 b4}, @classification is {c1, bl' b?, 
a

1
} and thus @relevant is {cl' b

1
, b2, a1}; @help= 0 and therefore @relevant will 

not be reduced. In this example the insert of the second tuple could lead to an 
undesired information flow from users V 2 to user V 3 if the tuple is not inserted into 
the proper fragments. Here, @condition will contain the inclusion dependencies 
and the subdomain restriction for attribute Salary and based on this information the 
tuples can be decomposed and inserted in the proper fragments without violating 
the security policy. 

4.4 The UPDATE and DELETE Statements 

The UPDATE statement is used to change tuples that are already present in 
fragments. Based on the evaluation of a search condition several fragments may be 
effected by an update. The operational semantics of a database update are similar 
to those of the INSERT operation with the extension that the update of a selection 
attribute may lead to the transferation of tuples from different fragments or to 
polyinstantiation. Updates that do not effect selection attributes will not lead to the 
disclosure of sensitive information. As an example, of an update of a selection 
attribute consider a UPDATE operation issued by a user V 2 as given below. 

UPDATE Physician A SET Salary = 210 WHERE Salary = 190 

The security policy of the hospital requires that users represented by V 
3 

are not 
aware of the information that physicians with a salary higher than 200 exist. To 
enforce this security constraint two different strategies can be performed. The first 
strategy is to move corresponding tuples from fragments Phy 1 and Phy 3 to 
fragments Phy _ 2 and Phy _ 4 and to move the corresponding tupks in Project and 
Manufacturer if necessary. However, these would open a covert channel because 
users V 3 could miss the data about physicians they are actually aware of. More 
restrictive is the second possibility which leads to the introduction of required 
polyinstantiation of attributes and tuples. To strictly enforce the security policy 
without introducing covert channels in this example it is necessary to polyinstantiate 
attribute Salary for tuples in fragment Phy _ 3, to polyinstantiate tuples in fragment 
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Pro _1 and to possibly polyinstantiate tuples in Manu _1. The last polyinstantiation is 
only necessary if no physician with a salary less than 200 exists that is supported by 
the corresponding pharmaceutical company. Similar is the DELETE statement. It 
is used to erase tuples from relations that match a specified predicate. In addition to 
the tuples meeting the search condition, all tuples and polyinstantieted data items 
dominated by the clearance of the user on behalf of which the DELETE statement 
is executing have to be deleted while those data items that dominate the users 
clearance remain in the database. Rules, such as the above for UPDATE and 
DELETE can also be enforced by using database triggers. However, update- and 
delete-trigger used to avoid covert channels can become complex. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we have proposed AMAC, a design environment for the construction of 
multilevel secure fragmentation schemas. We have identified as phases of the 
design a careful data and security requirements analysis by means of Entity
Relationship design techniques, the integration of individual data and security 
requirements into a single global conceptual schema, its transformation into a 
multilevel relational form, in order to implement the multilevel relations a 
decomposition into single level fragments and update propagation and security 
enforcement in a resulting fragmentation schema by means of database triggers. 

The model contains a supporting policy for the automated derivation of security 
labels for security objects and subjects which makes the proposed design technique 
a powerful tool for the construction of multilevel secure databases in civil areas 
where labeled data may not be available. While in a military environment security 
labels conform to externally defined security doctrine, in a civil environment labels 
in order to support MAC are artificial and hence can only be considered as 
candidate security labels. 

The decomposition of multilevel relations into single level fragments proposed 
in this research takes interrelational dependencies into account. This is necessary 
because certain security requirements may be specified over several relations 
(complex security constraints) and makes the introduction of derived horizontal 
fragmentation necessary. Resulting databases can be implemented by using the 
storage facility of commercially available DBMSs extended by a trusted software 
component to maintain catalog relations and to support MAC. If the concept of 
database trigger is supported by the DBMS under consideration many security 
relevant operations can be implemented by using hidden trigger rules. If triggers 
are not available application programs and the query manager of the DBMS in use 
have to perform the security relevant actions. 

It is difficult to give any statement about the level of assurance that the security 
features and controls are enforced effectively in systems designed based on the 
AMAC technique. However, we suggest to place catalog relations and triggers in a 
system having TCB functionality while for fragmental schemas available general 
purpose DBMS technology seems to be sufficient. 
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